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1 - interview with my fave chars

me: walks in and smiles looking at all the people in here..."hello my name is angel ill be interviewing you
all please take a seat.
all:sit*
me: OK lets get started....i have a few questions for u now first off introduce ur self please.

vash: HIIII my names vash i love doughnuts and food and YOU *vash hugs angel and smiles.*
me: VASH *blush* sit down!
vash: salutes* yes ma'am
me: next ^_^
hiei: hn
yuske: im yuske aschool dilenquient and thug im the toughest out there!
kurama: im kurama nice to meet you
orphan: hey im orphan
wolfwood: im wolfwood a priset and a child lover ^_^
goku:man im hungry
me: nice ta meetcha hungry ^_^
sanzo: goku we all know its impossable for u to starve
goku: give me some pitty i thought u were a priest
sanzo: giving U SLACK ONLY GIVES ME A HEAD ACHE *sanzo hits goku on the head with his most
trusty fan*
goku: stop being such a hard @$$
goyjo: hey angel u got ne rooms avaliable for me and u
me: goyjo calm ur hormones ok!
hikai: hehehe
me: ok ppl lets get started with the questions ok
all: OK
me: ok first question who do u love most?
hiei:...hn
vash: I LOVE U (hugs me again.)
me: ^_^
goku: i love FOOD
haiki: i love all things
wolfwood: i love god
sanzo: dont ask
kurama: roses and pretty thing *dances*
yuske: fighting anh keiko
kuwabara: kittys and yukina
orphan: .........
*all look at me*
me: well i love fighting eating danceing singing drawing playing foot ball and ummm FOOD ^_^...next
question
all: ok



me: favorite color!
orphan: black
hiei: COPY CAT MINE IS BLACK
inu yasha: RED
kurama: pink
vash: all the colors of the rainbow
wolfwood: blue
yuske: green
kuwabara: blue
goku: i dunno yellow
sanzo: ........
goujo: red
hikai: reen and black
me: black, crimson red ^_^

ok ppl ill bbl i have ta go^_^
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